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1. a = 0;
<CHECKPOINT>
2. b = a;
3. b = b + 1;
4. a = b;

Abstract
The resource-constrained devices of the battery-less Internet
of Things are powered off energy harvesting and compute
intermittently, as energy is available. Forward progress of programs is ensured by creating persistent state. Mixed-volatile
platforms are thus an asset, as they map slices of the address
space onto non-volatile memory. However, these platforms
also possibly introduce intermittence bugs, where intermittent and continuous executions differ. Our ongoing work on
intermittence bugs includes (i) an analysis that demonstrates
their presence in settings that current literature overlooks;
(ii) the design of efficient testing techniques to check their
presence in arbitrary code, which would be otherwise prohibitive given the sheer number of different executions to check;
(iii) the implementation of an offline tool called ScEpTIC that
implements these techniques. ScEpTIC finds the same bugs
as a brute-force approach, but is six orders of magnitude faster.
CCS Concepts • Computer systems organization →
Embedded systems.
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Figure 1. Example of a data access bug.

1

Introduction

Energy harvesting is enabling a battery-less Internet of Things (IoT) [10, 13, 19, 22, 23, 26]. Energy provisioning from
the environment, however, is generally erratic. Resourceconstrained IoT devices consequently experience frequent
shutdowns. Executions become intermittent, namely, they
consist of intervals of active computation interleaved by
periods of recharging energy buffers, such as capacitors, and
no computation. Shutdowns normally make devices lose
their state, to later restart from scratch when energy is back.
Existing systems rely on persistent state to ensure forward progress of programs [1–3, 12, 14, 21, 25]. Recent solutions target mixed-volatile platforms, such as the MSP430FRxxxx [11] series, which facilitate handling persistent state
as they map slices of the address space to non-volatile memory (NVM), such as FRAM. While data structures allocated
on NVM require no additional handling to survive power
failures, explicit checkpoints create persistent duplicates of
volatile data, including registers and program counter.
Existing solutions differ in when to take a checkpoint [1–
3, 12, 14, 21, 25]. Systems based on voltage monitoring may,
in principle, preempt the execution to take a checkpoint
anywhere in the code [1, 2]. The execution then continues
until either another checkpoint takes place or power fails.
Intermittence bugs. Intermittent execution introduces the
possibility of intermittence bugs [4, 14, 20, 25], where programs reach a state unattainable in a continous execution.
Fig. 1 shows an example. Variable a is allocated on NVM. A
checkpoint occurs after line 1. Lines 2 to 4 eventually modify
the value of a. The execution continues until power fails.
When energy is back, the execution resumes with the state
of volatile data from the checkpoint, that is, it restarts from
line 2. However, a being on NVM, its value is the one written
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at line 4 before the power failure, that is, the value produced
by a later instruction compared to where execution resumes
after the power failure [20]. Lines 2 to 4 increment a again,
producing a different result than a continous execution.
In this work, we aim to (i) comprehensively understand
the conditions possibly leading to an intermittence bug, and
(ii) given certain program inputs, exhaustively test arbitrary
code to identify their presence. Identifying intermittence
bugs allows programmers to take informed decisions on target platforms, software configurations, and system support.
For example, if given data structures or checkpoint placements appear to introduce intermittence bugs, programmers
may opt for a different design or system support.
Related work. We call the kind of bug in Fig. 1 data access
bug. We demonstrate in Sec. 2, however, that intermittence
bugs may appear in other settings as well, overlooked by
prior work. Existing literature addresses intermittence bugs
at compile time by placing checkpoints to avoid their occurrence [16, 25] or with custom programming abstractions that
encourage programmers to write bug-free code [5, 14, 15].
For example, Ratchet [25] is a compile-time solution that
instruments source code to prevent data access bugs, but
remains largely oblivious to other types of intermittence
bugs. Ratchet energy overhead is significant; system performance is arguably practical only where all data but registers
and program counter are on NVM. Custom programming
abstractions [5, 14, 15] force programmers to learn new concepts and possibly to refactor existing codebases, hampering
adoption. They also incur in significant run-time overhead.
A few tools exist to perform general testing of intermittent
programs. For example, Ekho [9] allows developers to recreate a given environments by recording and replyaing energy
harvesting traces. EDB [4] offers an interactive debugging
environment that reduces interference with the energy state
of the target device. Siren [7] introduces NVM and energy
simulation capabilities in the MSPSim [6] emulator. These
tools may somehow be adapted to manually check for data
access bugs, if one knows what to look for.
Testing intermittence bugs. Given certain program inputs,
exhaustively checking for intermittence bugs is, in principle,
a challenge. One should check any possible combination
of checkpoint placement and number of instructions until
power failure, which may happen at any point in the code.
A static analysis of the program would not provide runtime information required for analyzing the NVM, such as
accessed addresses and memory content. Performing this
check on target hardware is plainly impractical.
We call execution depth (ED) the maximum number of
instructions possibly re-executed when resuming after a
power failure. One of the simplest benchmark in intermittent
computing is CRC computation, which accounts for 5 · 104
machine-code instructions. Checking all possible combinations for reasonable values of ED as explained above results
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Figure 2. Example of activation record bug.
in analyzing 2.34 · 1013 machine-code instructions. Our prototype emulator reaches a speed of 1.8 · 104 instructions per
second, which means 41 years for testing CRC computation.
We present in Sec. 3 techniques that reduce the processing times to identify intermittence bugs. Sec. 4 reports early
results using ScEpTIC: a prototype tool we design that implements these techniques. ScEpTIC yields a speedup of six
orders of magnitude compared to a brute-force approach,
which makes testing for intermittence bugs feasible in a
matter of hours in the worst case.
Our ongoing work, discussed in Sec. 5, includes analysing
interactions with the external environment through sensors
and actuators, as well studying as intermittence bugs intentionally left occurring to implement intermittence-aware
programs. Both features are not discussed in the literature.

2

Understanding Intermittence Bugs

We recognize the occurrence of intermittence bugs in settings other than Fig. 1. Key to these insights is reasoning at
the level of machine code and raw memory accesses, rather
than source code [4, 14, 20]. We identify three kinds of intermittence bug. They all share the same underling write/read
pattern, but the consequences are different for each of them.
2.1

Data Access Bug

The example of Fig. 1 is a case of data access bug. In essence,
it is caused by a write-after-read hazard on a NVM address.
We say a data access bug exists whenever x is a memory
address in NVM and an ordered sequence of machine-code
instructions I 1, ..., In exists such that:
• I 1 loads a value from an address x,
• In modifies the value stored at address x,
• no checkpoint exists in the sequence I 1, ..., In .
These conditions entail that if a power failure occurs after
In , the system resumes before I 1 which is then re-executed; I 1
then reads the value produced by In before the power failure,
that is, from a later instruction.
This type of intermittence bug is the only one recognized
in the literature [4, 14, 20, 25]. A possible fix for this bug is
placing a checkpoint between I 1 and In to avoid re-executing
the load operation when resuming [25].
2.2

Activation Record Bug

An activation record bug is a program state where a function
reads non-volatile information from the activation record of
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Figure 3. Example of memory map bug.
a function to be executed in the future. This bug may lead to
wrong results or unwanted jumps.
Fig. 2 shows an example. A call to function f 1 executes first
and its activation record is placed on the stack. A checkpoint
takes place after line 2 inside f 1 . When f 1 returns, its activation record pops from the stack and execution continues
from line 7. The stack content, which is stored on NVM, is
not deleted when returning from f 1 ; merely the stack pointer
register changes. A call to f 2 executes next. When placing its
activation record on the stack, the one of f 1 is overwritten.
If a shutdown happens during the execution of f 2 , the execution resumes inside f 1 according to the checkpoint data,
but the activation record is that of f 2 .
The consequences depend on a number of factors. Fig. 2
shows the case where the return address from f 2 is read as
the one of f 1 when execution resumes. In the general case,
the sequence of pop instruction belonging to the epilogue
of f 1 may read the values produced by push instructions
belonging to the prologue of f 2 . This applies to saved registers, parameters, and local variables. Also, note that f 2 may
equally be a programmer-defined interrupt handler that asynchronously fires at unpredictable times, making the issue
even more difficult to track down.
We say an activation record bug exists whenever the stack
is allocated on NVM and an ordered sequence of machinecode instructions I 1, ..., In exists such that:
• I 1 is a call instruction for function f x ,
• the execution of f x includes at least one checkpoint,
• In is a call instruction,
• no checkpoint exists in the sequence I 1, ..., In .
Note that the sequence I 1, ..., In does not include the code
of f x . The bug exists because a checkpoint is saved inside
the context of a function f 1 , f 1 returns, and a subsequent
call to f 2 may overwrite part or the whole activation record
of f 1 . For example, placing a checkpoint between the return
of f 1 and the call to f 2 addresses the issue, as it prevents the
execution from resuming inside f 1 .
Ratchet [25] identifies a specific instance of the problem
arising with interrupts. The general case above is overlooked
in existing literature, and may be recognized only by reasoning at the level of machine code rather than source code.
2.3

Memory Map Bug

A memory map bug occurs when a dynamic memory operation observes a future state of memory due to heap allocations and deallocations on NVM.
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Fig. 3 shows an example. Line 2 allocates a heap block
and saves its address in pointer p. A checkpoint occurs before line 5 de-allocates the same memory block. If a shutdown happens after line 5, the execution resumes from line
4, whose memory access fails because the memory cell was
de-allocated by the previous execution of line 5.
One may construct arbitrary combinations of heap operations before and after a checkpoint, leading to this kind of
bug. If pointer information are not updated, the re-execution
targets the memory address before the shutdown, whereas
the re-allocated block is now somewhere else.
We say a memory map bug exists whenever the heap is
allocated on NVM and an ordered sequence of machine-code
instructions I 1, ..., In exists such that:
1. I 1 is a load or store instruction targeting the heap
block pointed by x,
2. In is a free or realloc instruction that modifies the
heap block pointed by x,
3. no checkpoint exists in the sequence I 1, ..., In .
The bug exists because pointer information are not consistent with the state of the heap. Properly placing checkpoints
to avoid re-executing instructions based on possibly inconsistent pointer information solves the issue.
Note how allocating the heap on NVM without a transactional memory controller [24] does not ensure atomicity
for heap modifications. Power failures happening during
the execution of any such instructions leave the heap state
partially changed. Similarly, the re-execution of instructions
that perform destructive changes to the heap, such as free
or realloc, is a source of bugs, whereas re-executing memory allocation operations, such as malloc, does not affect
correctness but may yield memory leaks.
Existing literature overlooks the existence of this kind of
bugs too, which may only be recognized by reasoning at the
level of machine code and raw memory accesses.

3

Hunting For Intermittence Bugs

Given certain program inputs, exhaustively testing intermittence bugs requires, in principle, to pretend a checkpoint
occurs after every instruction and to check the aforementioned conditions for the execution of following execution
depth instructions, that is, n = ED in Sec. 2. This bears huge
processing times as discussed before.
We seek to recognize the minimal amount of information
necessary for the identification of intermittence bugs. Our
techniques differ based on whether programmers are solely
interested in locating bugs without appreciating their effects
on program behavior, or rather wish to investigate how the
occurrence of bugs alters the behavior. In the following, we
use the case of data access bug as a running example and
refer to an extended report for the other bugs [17].
Locating intermittence bugs. To determine where intermittence bugs are possibly placed, we execute the code while
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Table 1. Relevant checkpoint and power failure locations.
Checkpoint
before
Bug occurs
after

Data Access

Activation Record

Memory Map

load

ret/pop

load, store, realloc, free

store

call/push

malloc, realloc, free

tracking every operation in NVM and the execution of checkpoints. We find that the obtained execution trace suffices to
locate intermittence bugs. Despite checkpoints might occur
at any point in the execution, complete information for the
identification of intermittence bugs only requires to test a
subset of possible checkpoint locations.
In the case of data access bugs, for example, it is sufficient
to verify situations where a checkpoint takes pace right before
a load instruction. Since there, we check the execution trace
for the following ED instructions looking for store instructions. If a power failure happens after executing a store on
the same memory address, a data access bug may occur if the
store writes a different value than the one loaded earlier.
Cases where non-load instructions are executed multiple
instructions after a checkpoint reduce the coverage since
the load; thus, they cannot provide more information on
intermittence bugs. Cases where a checkpoint occurs after a
load do not meet the conditions in Sec. 2.1.
Tab. 1 summarizes how we determine the checkpoint locations and the instructions to look for within the following
ED instructions to locate the bugs in Sec. 2.
Evaluating the effects. The processing above does not suffice to examine how a bug alters the program behavior, for
example, by causing a crash. To that end, we need to emulate
the re-execution. We use a per-instruction logical clock that
we save/restore with checkpoints and a lookup table to keep
track of events on the NVM. The latter serves to recognize
how continuous and intermittent executions differ.
For data access bugs, for example, we emulate the execution since a checkpoint and until we encounter the first
store within the next ED instructions. At this point, we
restore the checkpoint state and re-execute the instructions
until the store. The lookup table now contains the state
of the (resumed) execution since the checkpoint, which is
potentially different than in a continuous execution.
This processing may repeat for every store instruction
within ED instructions since the checkpoint. This ensures
that all bugs since the load are eventually recognized and
their effect on program behavior emulated.

4

Early Results

We prototype a tool called ScEpTIC that implements the techniques in Sec. 3. ScEpTIC emulates the execution of LLVM
intermediate-representation (IR) instructions. SCEpTIC takes
as inputs what slices of the address space are allocated to
NVM, the LLVM IR of the program, and the value for ED.
We conduct an early assessment of the techniques that
also evaluate the effects of intermittence bugs. We select a

Table 2. Comparison of processing times.
Benchmark
CRC
FFT
AES

Instructions Brute-force ScEpTIC
5.2 · 104
1.3 · 109s
451s
3.82 · 105
5.16 · 1011s 2.31 · 104s
6.7 · 105
2.74 · 1012s 7.05 · 104s

Speedup
2.88 · 106
2.23 · 107
3.89 · 107

set of common benchmarks in intermittent computing [1–
3, 21]: CRC computation, FFT for signal analysis, and AES for
encryption. The benchmarks are taken from MiBench2 [18],
that is, MiBench [8] ported to IoT devices [25]. We determine
that the MSP430 in Hibernus [2] executes from 1457 up to
4600 instructions after a checkpoint, depending on capacitor
size. We thus use an average of ED = 3000 instructions.
We compare ScEpTIC against a brute-force approach that
examines all possible combinations of checkpoints and power
failures. We consider a worst-case scenario for ScEpTIC by
placing the entire address space on NVM, which yields the
maximum number of checkpoints and power failures to test.
We use input data provided with the MiBench2 suite [18]. As
the time required by the brute-force approach is not practical,
we analytically calculate it based on the maximum number
of instructions ScEpTIC can emulate per unit of time.
Tab. 2 shows our analytical calculations against the measures obtained by running ScEpTIC while employing the
techniques of Sec. 3. The minimum speedup is 2.88 · 106
and it grows with the number of instructions. These results
demonstrate the effectiveness of our techniques, which grant
a significant speedup over a brute-force approach.

5

Ongoing Work and Outlook

In addition to a full-fledged evaluation, our ongoing work
includes an analysis of two additional un-explored facets.
One facet deals with environment interactions. Re-executing operations that read from the environment through sensors or affect it through actuators may lead to unexpected
behaviors or unintended external effects. We understand
some of the latter may be unavoidable, as output actions
may not be undone. Our aim is to act cautiously, that is,
understand the conditions in the execution flow that lead to
these situations, develop techniques to identify these conditions efficiently, and give programmers hints to defend.
There also exists the possibility that intermittence bugs
are intentionally left occurring to make programs aware of
intermittence. The data access bug in Fig. 1, for example, may
implement a counter of the number of power failures. The
problem here is flipped: programmers must know whether
their intermittence-aware programs do behave as expected.
We seek to understand where and how programmers rely
on this feature and to conceive techniques to verify their
correspondence to the programmers’ intentions.
As the techniques we develop are progressively integrated
in ScEpTIC, we increase the reliability of intermittent programs and therefore the dependability of resource-constrained
embedded systems powered off energy harvesting, ultimately
providing a solid basis for the upcoming battery-less IoT.
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